
How to Ask for Letters of Recommendation  

1. WHO? Choose two individuals who know you in as an “official” capacity as possible (ie 
instructor/trainer, counselor/mentor, supervisor/boss, pastor/clergy, etc.). Recommendations from 
family members or friends will result in zero points. Your recommenders should know you well 
enough to be able to recommend your individual strengths and ability to meet your goals. A generic 
recommendation that simply says you’re a great employee or student will not score well.  

2. The ASK: Ask your recommenders in-person, if at all possible, if they would be willing and able to 
give you a strong, individual recommendation. Be sure you explain how important this is and that 
you greatly appreciate their time and support.   

3. WHEN? Ask as early as possible but no less than 2-4 weeks prior to the early bird deadline of 
February 15th. It takes time and care to write a good letter of recommendation and it’s likely they 
are busy. Be sure they are aware of the deadline you need to meet. 

4. WHAT? Give them talking points. Just because you used to work for them or you’re in their class 
doesn’t mean they remember you well, or are as familiar with you currently as you may think they 
are or want them to be. Remind them how they know you, highlights of what brought you to this 
point in your life/education/career pursuit and what motivates you to actively pursue a successful 
future. If you have a resume that shows past work, volunteer/community engagement, awards, or 
other pertinent facts, it may be helpful to give them a copy. This will serve to jog their memory and 
help them provide a meaningful recommendation that stands out. 

5. HOW? Make sure your recommenders know that when you list them on your online application, the 
system will send them an automated email from roguecc@awardspring.com with “Request from 
YOUR NAME” in the subject line. Be sure they add that email as a contact so that it doesn’t go to 
spam. We recommend that you check in with them a couple days later to be sure they received the 
email. Then, without being a nag, check back with them after a reasonable amount of time to be 
sure it gets done. Remember, it’s your responsibility and you can’t submit your completed 
application until both recommendations have been submitted.  

6. Follow-up: Once they’ve submitted their recommendation, be sure to thank them. A hard-copy card 
is best, but even an email will do. You taking the time to express your appreciation will say a lot. 
Also, if you get a scholarship, be sure to let them know, as they’ll want to celebrate with you and will 
be pleased that their recommendation helped. 
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